Aaron ‘Big Voice’ Jack Lerole (1940 – 2003) was a singer, penny-whistle
player, composer, and a leading performer in the Kwela music of 1950s
South Africa. In this short film he tells us how it all started and introduces
the basics of different musical forms: marabi, tsaba-tsaba, Kwela and
mbaqanga. We also see him in a virtuoso two penny-whistle performance
at the Whale Well at Iziko Museum, with jazz pianist Hilton Schilder,
guitarist Jonny Blondell, and ‘hosepipe’ performer, Pedro Espi-Sanchez,
and we catch a glimpse of Pops Mohamed playing the kora.
The film shows the indigenous roots of the penny-whistle in the Pedi ‘skoti’
performances, and shows how Kwela was born on the streets of Johannesburg. It reveals how musicians then had to use ingenuity to survive arrest,
and gives a sense of Big Voice Jack’s irrepressible personality and his deep
love for music.
LENGTH: 26 minutes 18 seconds

See SCRIPT Page 16
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Figure 1: The young penny-whistler Aaron Jack Lerole

King Kwela! The Life and Times of Big Voice Jack
									by

Ben Verghese

The South African Arts Past and Present film on AARON JACK LEROLE,
or ‘Big Voice Jack’ as he was nicknamed, gives the charismatic and
pioneering artist room to narrate his own story. This short essay offers
a closer view (or listening) to aspects of Lerole’s musical life, expanding
on certain important parts of Lerole’s narration. Further consideration
is also given to the style of music called Kwela; Lerole’s particular
inventiveness on his instrument of choice, the penny-whistle; and his
later life, wherein his career resurged to heights he is said to have not
thought possible.
When Lerole guides us through his early encounters with musical performance
leading to his popular recordings of the 1950s, we learn of a trajectory of styles
of music: marabi, tsaba-tsaba, simanje-manje (now-now), and Kwela. It is
Kwela music with which he is most associated: however, what is Kwela?
At a presentation on the jazz musician Gwigwi Mrwebi, the jazz historian Lindelwa
Dalamba called Gwen Ansell, Christopher Ballantine and David Coplan ‘the foremost writers of South African jazz history.’1 Each of these three senior scholars
is the author of a book considered as a key text for learning about jazz music in
South Africa. Within each of their texts there are multiple written definitions and
descriptions of Kwela. Viewing them together allows us to consider different interpretations of how Kwela, a distinctive strand of music from the south of Africa,
came to be, and the different ways it is being historicised.2
In the glossary of Soweto Blues: Jazz, Popular Music & Politics in South Africa,
Gwen Ansell defines Kwela as ‘flageolet* and tea-chest bass street music of the
1950s, often played by teenage boys and drawing on diverse sources from marabi
to boogie-woogie.’ 3
* penny-whistle
1 Lindelwa Dalamba, 2012. ‘Gwigwi Mrwebi, Ghetto Musicians and the Jazz Imperative: the Social and
Musical Dynamics of South African Jazz in 1960s. London.’ WISER Seminar Papers, 6.
2 Although it would be easy to think of Kwela as a South African music, considering it as a musical style
popularised through the southern African region allows for acknowledgement of how the Arts transcend
national borders. An example of this is with the brothers Daniel and Donald Kachamba from Malawi.
3 Gwen Ansell. 2004. Soweto Blues: Jazz, Popular Music & Politics in South Africa. New York: Continuum. 327.
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David Coplan’s book In Township Tonight! Three Centuries of South African Black
City Music & Theatre also contains a glossary wherein Kwela is described as: ‘A
form of urban African penny-whistle music of the 1950s, syncretically composed
of traditional, marabi, and [north] American swing-jazz music’.1 Coplan has
also reiterated how Kwela was the first South African style of music to achieve
recognition internationally.
Writing about the 1940s, Christopher Ballantine says this was ‘a time of astonishing
innovation: not only of South African swing, not only of mbaqanga, but somewhat
later also of Kwela, the extraordinary, marabi-derived, penny-whistle music of the
streets, produced by the children of the black slums in creative imitation of their
favourite jazzmen, and, no less remarkable, of the multitude of jazz-based vocal
groups’. 2

		

King Kwela!

Each of these definitions gives recognition to the creativity of children or
teenagers as being the innovators of Kwela. Emphasis is also given to the
settings where this innovation took place named as being in an urban environment (on the streets). In addition, as the film suggests, there are rural roots to
Kwela. The main instrument commonly associated with Kwela, that is, the type
of flageolet (or flute) named as a penny-whistle is one example of rural practices
finding their way to urban settings where they are reinterpreted.3 Lerole recalls
how he was inspired by performances from elders playing reeds (mahlaka) and
groups known as AmaSkoti.4
Thinking more about the word Kwela, another viewpoint is how in isiZulu the
word khwela translates into English as a verb: to ascend, to climb, to get onto
and ride. Coplan writes how when people danced at parties to penny-whistle
music in the 1950s, ‘dancers often shouted “Kwela!” as an inducement to others
to join in’. 5
It also sits (or jives) with the relationship between Kwela music and the ‘KwelaKwela’, the name given to police vehicles which people being arrested had to
climb into the back of.
1 David Coplan. 2007. In Township Tonight! Three Centuries of South African Black City Music & Theatre.
Auckland Park: Jacana. 441.
2 Christopher Ballantine. 2012. Marabi Nights: Jazz, ‘Race’ and Society in Early Apartheid South Africa.
Scottsville: UKZN Press. 8.
3 A fourth scholar to have written extensively on Kwela, marabi and the history of penny-whistles in
South Africa is Lara Allen.
4 See Soweto Blues (p.21) and In Township Tonight! (pp.190-191) for more on kilt-wearing AmaSkoti
groups and traditional reed instruments.
5 Coplan, In Township Tonight! 192.
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Hearing about Kwela music as appreciated in this way certainly aligns with
the catchiness of melodies and rhythms we hear Lerole playing in the film,
along with his visual recollections of crowds following the troupe he was part
of, dancing in procession through Alexandra in the 1950s.1

MAP by Jane Versfeld

Figure 2:
Apartheid
South Africa,
with Alexandra
township in
Johannesburg,
where Big Voice
Jack grew up.
See Page 15

In the film, Lerole demonstrates many compositions and musical groups,
showing he has numerous songs inside him. Perhaps the most legendary of the
songs he shares is the hit record he made with his older brother Elias Lerole. This
song, ‘Tom Hark’ by Elias and his Zig-Zag Jive Flutes, is sometimes regarded
as being the song that birthed or popularised Kwela music. 2 International
attention grew with the song becoming a theme tune for a British television
series. Later, the tune would also find itself adapted by football fans, and sung
at stadiums with new lyrics celebrating favourite football players.
Despite the popularity of ‘Tom Hark’ and other big hits Lerole wrote, co-wrote
and/or performed, exploitative practices commonplace in the recording
industry meant that he was not able to achieve appropriate material rewards
for his creative output. When it came to Kwela in the 1950s, Gwen Ansell has
explained matter-of-factly that ‘Lerole, Lemmy ‘Special’ Mabaso, and Spokes
Mashiyane were the teenage heroes of the genre, although none got rich’. 3
1 The anecdote Lerole shares in the film of performing when Nelson Mandela was canvassing in Alexandra
seems to be referring to the ANC’s Defiance Campaign from 1952, years before he was imprisoned..
2 In the SAAPP film, Lerole positions another of his compositions ‘Rex [or Rags] Special’ also recorded
for the Troubadour label as being the first Kwela song proper.
3 Ansell, Soweto Blues, 93.
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Pay back the money!

Sadly, the tale of black artists being ripped off, most often by white producers,
is one that has many examples, not only in South Africa.1 As Lerole stated, in
the case of ‘Tom Hark’ the copyright for the song (and therefore the publishing
income from royalties) went to a producer called Rupert Bopape. Bopape was
an influential figure in the South African music industry during the 1950s to
1970s, including with his work with the Mahotella Queens.2 Although the
record is believed to have sold millions of copies, Lerole was paid a once-off
fee equivalent to only approximately R3500 in today’s money!
By the 1960s, in addition to Lerole’s prodigious penny-whistle playing, he had
expanded his musical repertoire to playing the saxophone. During this time
mbaqanga music was becoming popularised and Lerole’s ‘Big Voice’, a distinctive
gruff or groaning way of singing helped to influence a style later associated with
Simon ‘Mahlatini’ Nkabinde.
Through the 1980s to 1990s, Lerole recorded with a string of popular artists and
South African bands. These included Yvonne Chaka Chaka and Sipho ‘Hotstix’
Mabuse as well as so-called ‘multi-racial’ groups Mango Groove and Passion
Fruit. Lerole was an original member of Mango Groove, defining the group’s
hybrid approach to pop music through the marabi and Kwela foundations he
contributed.
In the late 1990s, Lerole performed regularly at a music venue called the Bassline
in the Johannesburg suburb of Melville. In January 1998, he took to the stage at
the Bassline with a group he led called All Star Shukuma Mambazo Flutes. 3
As the story goes Dave Matthews, a popular singer-songwriter visiting from the
United States on tour to South Africa with his band, greeted Lerole after the
concert, and asked where he could buy some penny-whistles. Lerole generously
handed over his own instruments for free, saying how he would welcome
Matthews taking them to the USA and helping make the penny-whistle more
well-known overseas. A few weeks later, the kindness Lerole had shown was
reciprocated and he found himself booked to perform with the Dave Matthews
Band for a tour in the USA.
1 Further reading on this problem can be found in Frank Kofsky’s Black Music White Business Illuminating
the History and Political Economy of Jazz. New York: Pathfinder, 1998.
2 Nick Lotay. 2012. ‘Spotlight on... Rupert Bopape’. [online] Electric Jive. Available at: https://electric
jive.blogspot.com/2012/07/spotlight-on-rupert-bopape.html. Accessed 10 March 2021..
3 This one of many stories told by David Coplan in Last Night at the Bassline. Auckland Park: Jacana,
2017.
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Figure 3: Big Voice Jack performing with Hilton Schilder in 2000.

		

International recognition

A documentary film titled Back to Alexandra (directed by Jonathan Dorfman
in 1998) focuses on Lerole’s trip to the US and its immediate aftermath.1
As Lerole performs to crowds of 60,000 people and more at packed sports
stadiums, his excitement is palpable. This was not an experience he expected
he could achieve when struggling under apartheid oppression.
The footage of him performing with the Dave Matthews Band also shows
Lerole’s dexterity as a musician, as he quickly picks up new songs, occasionally plays saxophone, and, most of all, elates crowds (and the band) with his
penny-whistle solos. We also get to witness Lerole’s nifty footwork as he
dances along to the songs.
In a recount of those stateside performances David Coplan spices up the
narrative, saying how: ‘Jack, a musical contortionist who could play up to four
whistles at the same time (two in his hands, two in his nose) was hailed as the
highlight of the shows in the papers.’2 Back to Alexandra also includes scenes
where Lerole is teaching youngsters at the Kwela School of Music that he
co-founded in Diepkloof, Soweto.
1 At the time of writing this essay the film is available to be watched on YouTube. Copperpot-OEW5.
2011. ‘Big Voice Jack - Documentary - DMB ‘98’. [Online Video]. Available from: https://www.you
tube.com/watch?v=B-lWDDxwMZg. Accessed: 2 April 2021.
2 Coplan, Last Night at the Bassline, p 128-129.
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Lerole is a master example of an artist who, although able to play a range of
different instruments, stuck with his first love, the penny-whistle. With this
humble type of flute as his instrument of choice he explored its sonic possibilities
over decades. Coplan expands on this: ‘The penny-whistle’s very simplicity and
structural inflexibility [...] paradoxically offered seemingly limitless variations in
the hands and lips of a technical master such as Jack Lerole. His embouchure and
his ‘double jointed’ fingers enabled him to play penny-whistles simultaneously, and
they bounced notes off each other like the numbered balls in a lottery machine.1

Figure 4:
Big Voice Jack
performing in
2000.

His solos – like that of his contemporaries Spokes [Mashiyane], Lemmy [‘Special’
Mabaso] and Ben [Nkosi] be it said – ‘spiralled and curled sideways, down and up
the registers, ascending unimaginable heights, dancing on hail-stones, reaching
nearly beyond sonic speeds. Yet these flights of astounding fancy never lost their
swing, their deep grounding in the famous ‘three chord vamp’ and 8/8 jive rhythm
of the townships’.2
Since his heyday, when Lerole helped to pioneer styles of music, there have
been many stylistic and technological changes with music-making. The 1950s
may seem a long time ago; however, there is perhaps a contemporary equivalent
to how a new musical style (marabi) led to various offshoots (mostly notably
Kwela). From the birth of house music in the 1980s, there has been much
experimentation with electronic music production.
1 Embouchure is the term for how facial muscles, lips, tongue and teeth are positioned and used to
play a wind instrument.
2 Coplan. Last Night at the Bassline. 2017.
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The last decades in South Africa have seen a range of popularised offshoots of
house music, with local producers recently developing gqom and amapiano.
These contemporary music forms continue to emphasize a catchy melody over
rhythms that encourage the listener to get up and dance, although perhaps
screen-based digital technologies dilute some of the hands-on inventiveness
expressed by Lerole and his generation of musicians. Like Kwela did back in
the mid-20th century, nowadays gqom, and more recently amapiano, excite
listeners and have become popular dance music styles in and outside of South
Africa.
Although it is approaching twenty years since Lerole passed away, the music he
made over decades continues to energise generations of listeners, old and new.
This South African Arts Past and Present film allows for ongoing appreciation of
his contributions to popular cultural production, and for viewers to be
entertained by his youthful energy.

And Further Reading
1. Allen, Lara. 1996. ‘Drumbeats, Penny-whistles and All That Jazz: The
Relationship between Urban South African Musical Styles and Musical
Meaning.’ African Music, 1996, Vol. 7, No. 3.
2. Ansell, Gwen. 2004. Soweto Blues: Jazz, Popular Music & Politics in South
Africa. New York: Continuum.
3. Ballantine, Christopher. 2012 [1993]. Marabi Nights: Jazz, ‘Race’ and
Society in Early Apartheid South Africa. Scottsville: UKZN Press.
4. Coplan, David B. 2007 [1985]. In Township Tonight! South Africa’s Black
City Music and Theatre. Auckland Park: Jacana.
5. Coplan, David B. and Gutiérrez, Oscar. 2017. Last Night at the Bassline: A
Tribute. Auckland Park: Jacana.
6. Dalamba, Lindelwa. 2012. ‘Gwigwi Mrwebi, Ghetto Musicians and the
Jazz Imperative: the Social and Musical Dynamics of South African Jazz
in 1960s London.’ WISER Seminar Papers, 6.
7. Dorfman, Jonathan (director). 1998. Back to Alexandra. Wireless Pictures.
8. Kofsky, Frank. Black Music, White Business: Illuminating the History and
Political Economy of Jazz. New York: Pathfinder.
9. Lotay, Nick. 2012. ‘Spotlight on... Rupert Bopape.’ [online] Electric Jive.
Available at: https://electricjive.blogspot.com/2012/07/spotlight-on-rupert- bopape.html. Accessed 10 March 2021.
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Figure 5: A youthful AmaSkoti troupe playing mahlaka (reed flutes).
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In the Life of Aaron ‘Big Voice Jack’ Lerole
1940

Jack Lerole is born
in Alexandra

1948

The beginning of
official apartheid

1950s

Apartheid laws
such as the
Population Registration Act, Group
Areas Act, Separate
Amenities Act,
are introduced

1950

The film The
Magic Garden (aka
Penny-whistle Blues)
directed by Donald
Swanson, is released,
featuring
penny-whistler
Willard Cele
and starring
Dolly Rathebe

1956

‘Tom Hark’ by Elias
and His Zig-Zag
Jive Flutes is
recorded and
released by
Columbia Records.
The song, written
by his brother Elias
is named after the
tomahawks (axes)
they often carried
for protection, and
is Jack Lerole’s
first big hit

1956

20,000 women of
all colours march to
the Union Buildings in Pretoria, in
protest against the
‘dompas’

9

1976

1960

69 PAC anti-pass
protesters are
killed and many
injured in the
Sharpeville
Massacre. The
apartheid regime
cracks down,
organisations are
banned, leaders
are arrested or
flee into exile. The
international
anti-apartheid
movement startsgrowing in Europe

1960s

A decade when the
apartheid regime
was all-powerful,
but also marked by
the Women’s Liberation Movement,
the Anti-Nuclear
Peace Movement,
the Civil Rights
Movement, the
Black Power Movement in the USA
and other parts of
the world

Inspired by Black
Consciousness,
the youth rise up
and are killed on 16
June - the beginning of the end of
apartheid

1977

Bantu Steve Biko is
killed in detention
by apartheid police

1978

Kragdadige PW
Botha becomes
President of South
Africa and cracks
down even harder.
Robert Sobukwe
dies under
house-arrest

1984

In the same year
that townships
explode in the
final push against
apartheid, Lerole
co-founds the very
successful Afro-pop
band Mango
Groove

1962-63

Lerole tours Europe

1964

Mandela and others
are imprisoned on
Robben Island

1994

Mandela becomes
the first president
of the free New
South Africa

1998

1968

The Black
Consciousness
Movement, started
by Biko and others,
revives the struggle
against apartheid in
South Africa

Lerole tours the
USA with Dave
Matthews Band and
opens the Kwela
School of Music in
Diepkloof (Soweto)

2003

Lerole passes away

+

Mentioned in the Essay and Film
MUSICAL GENRES
AmaPiano: since 2012, a style of South African HOUSE music that mixes deep house,
jazz and lounge music with strong percussive basslines.

AmaSkoti: Pedi men’s traditional dance group, referring to their attire.
Boogie-woogie: a form of blues music that developed in black American
communities in the 1870s; became widely popular in the 1920s. Originally pianobased, it includes elements of big band, country-and-western music, and gospel.

Gqom: electronic dance music based on KWAITO; originated in Durban in the 2010s.
House music: electronic dance music which started in Chicago, USA, in the early 1980s;
developed out of disco, funk, soul, latin, jazz, and pop. Related to techno and trance.

Jazz: originated in black American communities of New Orleans, USA, in the late
19th and early 20th centuries; rooted in blues and ragtime which were developed by
descendants of West African slaves. South African jazz is flavoured by MARABI,
KWELA and other local genres. CAPE JAZZ is another jazz genre distinctly flavoured
by its context. (Also see Saapp films Jazz Conversations and Ghoema Rhythms).

Kwela: see Pages 1 - 2.
Kwaito: sound-track to the New South Africa in the 1990s, kwaito is a uniquely South
African mix of MARABI, KWELA, MBAQANGA, BUBBLEGUM, and even imibongo
(praise songs), with elements of hip-hop, dub, jazz and UK HOUSE music.

Marabi: urbanisation of both black and Afrikaner South Africans rapidly increased
during the 1920s. For many, especially in the mining areas around Johannesburg, it
was the first time they had been exposed to traditional music from other ethnic groups
in southern Africa. Marabi was an intoxicating, urban music which developed in the
1930s as a result of mixing many of those traditional styles with ragtime and
BOOGIE-WOOGIE from the USA.

Mbaqanga: an isiZulu word for mielie pap; is considered to be a fusion of MARABI and
KWELA styles which originated in shebeens (taverns) in the 1960s. Including stomping
rural Zulu rhythms, it became extremely popular until the 1980s when it was replaced
by ‘BUBBLEGUM’, African pop music epitomised by that of BRENDA FASSIE – Ma Brrr.
In addition to MAHLATHINI and the MAHOTELLA QUEENS, vocal mbaqanga (also
known as simanje-manje or mgqashiyo) really took off in the 1960s with former marabi
singing stars such as Miriam Makeba, Dolly Rathebe, Letta Mbulu, the Dark City Sisters,
and the Soul Brothers led by David Masondo. Even so, mbaqanga groups were badly
paid, found it difficult to get air time on local radio stations, and had to perform outside
record shops to attract audiences.
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The genre also provided a very early forum for interaction between black and white
in a segregated country – it is said that as a result, the apartheid government ‘brought
this vital era to an end’ by stomping on the townships that supported mbaqanga, such
as Sophiatown. However, the genre enjoyed a revival in the late 1980s when white
musicians such as the American Paul Simon, le Zulu Blanc (the ‘White Zulu’ Johnny
Clegg, with Sipho Mchunu), and Mahlathini and The Mahotella Queens, performed at
festivals such as the then-still-imprisoned Nelson Mandela’s 70th birthday concert in
Wembley Stadium, London (1988). Mbaqanga continues to be popular in many parts of
the world.

Penny-whistle: made of tin, the penny-whistle (also known as flageolet, Irish whistle,
Belfast hornpipe, and many other names) is a cheap and simple six-holed wind instrument which strongly characterises KWELA music.

Simanje-simanje and mgqashiyo: vocal forms of MBAQANGA
Tsaba-tsaba: a style of big-band dance music popular in the 1940s which is based
on and succeeded MARABI, and accompanies a wildly energetic dance of the same
name. TheJazz Maniacs were a top tsaba-tsaba band. ‘Skokiaan’ (1968) by Zimbabweanborn August Musarurwa is one of the most famous tsaba-tsaba tunes.

PERFORMERS AND BANDS
All Star Shukuma Mambazo Flutes: see Elias And His Zig-Zag Jive Flutes
Dorothy Masuka (1935 -2019): Zimbabwe-born South African jazz singer whose
music was especially popular during the 1950s. She was forced into exile in 1961
when her songs became strongly critical of apartheid and the plight of black people
everywhere. Ma Dorothy also appears in the SAAAPP series film Jazz Conversations.

Elias And His Zig-Zag Jive Flutes (jive flutes = penny-whistles): formed in
the 1950s and played on the streets of Alexandra. Its members were Elias Lerole,
Big Voice Jack, Zeph Nkabinde (brother of MAHLATHINI), and David Ramosa. The
Kwela band was signed to EMI Records in 1956 by RUPERT BOBAPE, who is wrongly
credited with writing their smash hit ‘Tom Hark’ (tomahawk), and who barely paid
them for their song which sold approximately 3 million copies internationally.
The group began playing dance halls around Johannesburg under a new name,
Alexandra Black Mambazo, included instrumentals in their repertoire, and BIG VOICE
JACK began singing in a deep, rasping voice which became known as groaning (later
adopted by SIMON MAHLATHINI NKABINDE. Popular interest in KWELA revived in
the 1990s, and in 1996, some of the members of Alexandra Black Mambazo formed
a new band called Shukuma Mambazo.

Gwigwi ‘Bra Gwigwi’ Mrwebi (1936 – 1973): a pioneering saxophonist who
played a hugely important role in the international recognition of South African jazz
and township jive in the 1950s and 60s. He also helped to found the Union of South
African Artists in 1953 in order to protect the rights of musicians and their royalties.
Among other prominent bands he was a member of the Jazz Maniacs, the Harlem
Swingsters, and later the Jazz Dazzlers in the 1960s.
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Bra Gwigwi... The Jazz Dazzlers compiled and played most of the music of the worldfamous South African musical King Kong in 1959, which also starred MIRIAM MAKEBA
and the Manhattan Brothers. King Kong played a very important role in showcasing
the ‘vibrant art, music and theatre scene’ that was popular among township youth
during that era, especially on its sold-out tour to Britain.

Nozipho Mabel Mafuya (b. 1934): a musician, composer, and actress known for,
among others, her performance in Chickin Bizness (1999).

Lemmy ‘Special’ Mabaso (1949 - 2018): was one of South Africa’s most famous
penny-whistle stars who - aged 13! - performed as part of the King Kong cast which
toured the UK in 1960. His song ‘Penny-whistle Kwela’ from the show was an international number 1 hit. He later played penny-whistle and saxophone on many mbaqanga
records, with bands including the Soul Brothers and the African Jazz Pioneers.

Mango Groove: an Afro-pop big band (10 - 12 members) founded in 1984 by BIG
VOICE JACK with John Leyden, Andy Craggs, and Bertrand Mouton who were in a
‘white middle-class punk band’ called Pett Frog; later joined by crystal-voiced singer
Claire Johnston and numerous other members who came and went. Still performing
after 6 albums, numerous singles, many live tours, and many awards, Mango Groove’s
sound fuses pop and township music, especially MARABI and KWELA. Perhaps their
most famous hit is ‘Special Star’ from their 1989 debut album Mango Groove which was
followed by Hometalk (1903), Another Country (1993), and others.

Simon ‘Mahlathini’ Nkabinde (1937 – 1999) and the Mahotella Queens
(Hilda Tloubatla, Nobesuthu Mbadu and Mildred Mangxola): were a superproductive and popular mbaqanga band after being promoted by Rupert Bobape in
1964, and later during the late 1980s and 90s. Mahlathini was renowned as a powerful
basso profundo ‘groaning’ style of singer (like BIG VOICE JACK). The Queens still record
and perform – even internationally - their distinctive vocal harmony sound which
alternates between multi-part harmonies and unison vocals, guitar-led mbaqanga,
and includes energetic stage dancing.

Sipho ‘Hotstix’ Mabuse (b. 1951, Johannesburg): with a Zulu mother and
Tswana father, Hotstix dropped out of school in the 1960s and later joined the Afrosoul group the Beaters, who later changed their name to Harari and became extremely
popular as a funky, soulful pop band. Hotstix’s massive early 1980s hit ‘Burn Out’ sold
over 500,000 copies. He is also responsible for the huge Shangaan disco hit of the late
1980s, ‘Jive Soweto’. Mabuse returned to school and completed his matric (grade 12)
in 2012, aged 60!

Johannes ‘Spokes’ Mashiane (1933- 1972): is regarded as one of the greatest
penny-whistle artists, from the 1950s to (approximately) the 1970s. He played with
Alexandra-based musicians such as LEMMY MABASO, Barney Rachabane, Elias and
BIG VOICE JACK LEROLE. He claimed that the inspiration for his songs was from his
dreams.

Yvonne Chaka-Chaka (b. 1965): nick-named the ‘Princess of Africa’, is an internationally recognized singer, songwriter, actress, entrepreneur, humanitarian and
teacher, whose Afro-pop music is popular all over Africa. Her smash hit song ‘Umqombothi’ was featured in the 2004 movie Hotel Rwanda about the 1994 genocide.
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MUSIC (JAZZ) RESEARCHERS
Christopher Ballantine: rated an internationally-acclaimed researcher, he is
based at the University of Kwazulu-Natal. His research explores a wide range of
issues in the fields of musicology, the sociology of music, popular music studies,
and ethno-musicology, and he has written extensively on south african music.
He is currently investigating the ways music articulates with ‘race’, gender and
politics in the making of post-apartheid identities, and recently won the UKZN
Book Prize for Marabi Nights: Jazz, ‘Race’ And Society In Early Apartheid South Africa.

David Coplan: chairs the Department of Anthropology at Wits University, and has
been researching and writing about South African performing arts and media since
1976. He specialises in the ethnographic history and performance culture of the BaSotho
people, and also regularly comments on arts, culture and media on South African radio
and TV. His book ‘In Township Tonight! South Africa’s Black City Music And Theatre’ (1986)
- revised, enlarged republished in 2007 - is probably his most significant publication.

Gwen Ansell: is a freelance writer, writing teacher, media consultant and creative
industries researcher who writes extensively on South African music and related topics.
Her work includes the cultural history ‘Soweto Blues: Jazz, Politics And Popular Music In
South Africa’ and the writers’ guide ‘Introduction To Journalism’. She also reviews books
for among others, the New Frame and Chimurenga Chronic.

Lindelwa Dalamba: lectures in the Department of Music at Wits University, and
writes extensively on South African jazz, music history, and cultural studies.

MUSICIANS PERFORMING WITH BIG VOICE JACK IN THE FILM
Hilton Schilder: plays keyboards, guitar, vocals, MBIRA and other instruments,
specialising in CAPE JAZZ. Schilder grew up in a musical family (son of jazz pianist and
band leader Tony Schilder), and began playing early in Kaapse Klopse bands. In the
1980s with Mac McKenzie, he founded the Genuines who specialized in the GHOEMA
music of the Western Cape. He has played with top bands such as Sons of Table
Mountain (see SAAPP film about Robbie Jansen), as well as his own. His first album
‘No Turning Back’ was nominated in the ‘Best Contemporary Jazz Album’ category at
the 2003 South African Music Awards (Sama). (See Ghoema Rhythms, another film in
the SAAPP series).

Jonny Blondell: is an acoustic, electric and slide guitarist in blues, folk and traditional/ ethnic/ world music styles. He is a founder member of Rootspring Music which
is dedicated to supporting musicians.

Pedro Espi-Sanchez: creates and plays creates many musical instruments, and is
famous for his ‘hosepipe’ - or even seaweed - flutes. He is also famous for his ‘Pedro
the Music Man’ television series for children, his school tours, and also for high school
music education: as head of the music department at Giyani College Of Higher Education (Northern Province) he developed a music syllabus based on traditional and urban
African music, and since 1994 has been producing arts education materials. EspiSanchez has also been invited to perform at many festivals in Europe and the USA.
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Pops Mohammed (born Ismail Mohamed-Jan): is multi-instrumentalist, jazz
musician and producer who jammed and performed at Dorkay House with the likes of
Abdullah Ibrahim and Kippie Moeketsi. He grew up in the Indian community of apartheid Johannesburg and started his first band the Valiants, at age 14. Nicknamed the
Minister of Music by fans, he plays many indigenous instruments such as uhadi (mouth
bow), KORA and MBIRA (thumb piano), as well as guitar and keyboards, and his wide
range of musical styles include KWELA, pop, and soul. He collaborates with many
musicians, including Morris Goldberg and McCoy Mrubata, and even the Johannesburg
Youth Orchestra, and produced the award-winning album Finding One’s Self of the late
jazz pianist Moses Taiwa Molelekwa.

THE MUSIC BUSINESS
Columbia Records: founded in 1889, is an American record label owned by Sony
Music Entertainment, a USA division of the Japanese giant Sony.

Gallo Records: based in Johannesburg, is the largest and oldest independent record
company in South Africa. The original Gallo started in 1926, and in 1985 combined with
the Gramaphone Record Company (1939 – 1985) to form Gallo-GRC, now known as
Gallo Record Company. Opening a recording studio in 1932, as Gallo Africa it produced
huge numbers of MARABI and other black South African music recordings, including
the hit ‘Mbube’ by Solomon Linda, which became infamously known as ‘Wimoweh’ sung
by US folk singer Pete Seeger. The Mahotella Queens are probably the most famous
musicians signed to Gallo.

Rupert Bopape (1925 - 2012): music producer and talent scout who worked for
Gallo’s rival EMI Record Company, in signing many black musicians – for a pittance from the 1950s until he joined Gallo in 1964; is erroneously credited with writing the
smash hit ‘Tom Hark’ by the Lerole brothers, but played an important role in the
development of mbaqanga.

VENUES AND LOCATIONS
Alexandra (Alex): is a township in the north-east of Johannesburg, right next to
the super-wealthy former white suburb of Sandton. It was formed in 1912 on land on
the banks of the Jukskei River owned by a white farmer who named it after his wife
Alexandra. Because it started before the 1913 Natives’ Land Act (see MAP), Alexandra
township was one of the very few urban areas in South Africa where black people could
still own land during apartheid. Surrounded by former white suburbs, it is a poor and
extremely over-crowded township which nevertheless has produced many leaders and
giants of South African music and other arts.

Jeppe: Jeppestown is a former white working-class suburb established in 1886 and
situated in the east of Johannesburg city.

Kwela School of Music, Diepkloof, Soweto: established by BIG VOICE JACK to
give access to musical training for township children.
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The Bassline: was the foremost live music venue and nightclub in Johannesburg for
many years from 1994 onwards. The original Bassline, established in the newly-integrating suburb of Melville, closed in 2003 only to reopen in the arts’ precinct of Newtown in
Johannesburg city centre. Top South African musicians and many international stars
have played at the Bassline.

MISCELLANEOUS
Defiance Campaign: was a campaign of non-violent resistance to apartheid in the
form of boycotts, strikes and civil disobedience, jointly organised in 1952-3 by the ANC
and the-then South African Indian Congress (SAIC).

Dompas: this ‘pass book’ was the most hated symbol of apartheid which all black men
were forced to carry until the pass laws were lifted in the mid-1980s. The planned
imposition of the dompas on black women sparked the Womens’ March to the Union
Buildings in 1956, and the anti-pass campaign by the Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC) in
1960 resulted in the Sharpeville Massacre, a major turning point in South African history.

Kora: traditional 21-stringed instrument widespread in West Africa. Similar to a harp
in that strings are plucked.

Kwela-kwela: the nickname given to police vans in which arrested people were
forced to ‘ride’.

Mbira: the Shona name for the thumb piano which is found in many African cultures.
MAP on Page 3: apartheid South Africa was divided into only four provinces, plus
various bantustans (‘homelands’) where black people were supposed to live based on
their mother-tongues and ethnic groups, under the Natives’ Land Acts of 1913 and
1936. In the 1960s and 1970s, more than 3.5 million black, ‘coloured’ and Indian South
Africans were forcibly removed from their homes under apartheid’s notorious Group
Areas Act (1950), and dumped in bantustans and newly-created ‘townships’ in the
middle of nowhere.

Repertoire: the collection of songs, dances, instrumentals, etcetera, that an artist is
able to perform.

Some of the above information was extracted from:
https://esat.sun.ac.za/
https://music.ukzn.ac.za/
https://www.musicinafrica.net/
https://www.beyondmusic.org/
https://www.discogs.com/
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Below is a word-for-word TRANSCRIPT of the film. It is there to
enable you to PREPARE SCREENINGS by watching the film and
using the script to mark down TIMING of points where you might
like to pause, or even to mark the beginning and end points of
SHORTER SECTIONS you might like to use in class or in a workshop.
See further Guide
-HOW TO USE FILMSon www.artubuntu.org

Aaron Jack Lerole ‘BIG VOICE JACK’
Penny-whistler
1940 – 2003
Big Voice Jack: My name is Aaron Jack Lerole. People call me Big Voice
Jack, because of my voice. I was born in Alexandra Township, and I
started playing penny-whistle, that was in 1945. I was inspired by a
gang of old men who were playing the penny-whistle made from the
mahlaka, mahlaka means a reed, you know a reed.
I saw some guys; they call themselves amaSkoti, they used to wear
Scottish skirts playing penny-whistles and kettledrums, big drums and
kettle drums. The music, their music was so good. I asked my uncle, to
buy me, a penny-whistle, and he bought me a penny-whistle that was
worth less than fifteen cents, one in six, now that was English money in
that time. I loved the sound, they sounded like birds to me.
That’s why I was inspired, and I loved uh, some songs, the Chattanooga
Choo Choo, the Glen Miller Story thing. There were Marabi and TsabaTsaba, where today the people will just call uMbaqanga Marabi,
you play it like this... No one taught me to play. I just played with
rhythm, and I could play it, that’s all.
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1947 the elder people used to hear me play, they used to go to my
mother and ask her if I could accompany them and play with them at
the stokvels, but my parents wouldn’t let me go on Saturday to go and
play and play at night, so they used to. I used to go and play Sundays.
The people had some drums like drums, made from rubber, the tubes
from motorcar tire, and then they just made some drums, with some
bottle tops, we used to call the pannetjies when they go, ka-doom micha doom ka-doom! There were guitars, and uh, concertinas... (Makes
voice sounds, starts to play penny-whistle) Now that is tsaba-tsaba it’s old, very old, say uh from the nineteen hundreds, up to 1950
that’s when it ended.
		
Thobejane was an old man, you know when I was young, he was
ready to go and have a rest, he was very old, and he used to play the
organ, that organ the peddle organ - ba ba bee bab - (drops pennywhistle) Tsaba-Tsaba, right. So, I loved the music, we went on,
I played every week end, I was earning one-and-six per gig, it was
too much, it was big money for me.
Then one day I was busking in town, a guy by the name of Gabe
Matumba who used to work for the Troubadour recording, he said to me,
‘Hey man, you play beautiful’. I said, ‘Yes, that’s my own compositions’,
then he said to me: ‘ Can I give you my address, you come to my, our
studio.’ Fine, that’s what I wanted, fame.
Then he gave me the address, I went to Jeppe, Troubadour, that was in
1952. I was supposed to do about two songs, then I recorded ‘Rex
Special’, which is now the beginning of Kwela music. (Plays some
Kwela on the penny-whistle) Then it was a big hit.
We used to play around the township. Maybe got seven penny-whistles,
five guitarists just walking around the township, just walking around
the townships, from 22nd Avenue all the way up to First Avenue. With
a huge following wherever we go we had about sixty to ninety people
dancing behind us.
I remember when, Mr Mandela was campaigning for ANC. He used
to canvass you know canvass in, ja. So wherever he go, we used to
play pennywhistle, Maybe five guitarist, seven penny-whistle,
sometimes ten penny-whistles.
Because people loved my music they loved my style. So we go where
every yard, they stand then we go in. They just bring four gallon
umqombothi, African brew. Then we will drink, we will drink that and
play, until he canvass, until he finish.
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When he goes out, he didn’t know what we were doing, but we knew
he was canvassing. Wherever he comes in then we go, we play then
the guitar, would play - ka-doom ka-doom - and people would start
dancing, many people. And the police, the Kwela-Kwela. Kwela-Kwela
wouldn’t stop because they saw many of us, they know once they
come in they are going to be stoned. They just go.
He didn’t know, Mandela didn’t know what we were doing.
Then weekends we go to town. You must remember the time they
used to say ‘Waar is jou pas?’ Pas. You must produce a relevant book.
We call it a dompas, ‘a stupid pass’. If you carry that you know you are
stupid. I didn’t want to carry it. I used to fight police. That’s why I
haven’t got teeth today, and I have got a scar, see (shows scar). That is
from a gun, the butt of the gun, you know. From fighting, because I
didn’t want to carry that stupid book, then we see police we go - (he
plays) - Ooh that’s nice, nice. Then they say, ’Hey - where is your
dompas?’-You say, ‘I forgot it at home’. ‘Come You are under arrest’. Then
they put you in the Kwela-Kwela, then they go out to, eh anywhere
maybe girlfriends, then they say, ’Hey I’ve got some kaffirs, come and
listen, those kaffirs they play such beautiful things. Play that liedjie.’
Sometimes I play Afrikaans music. (he plays)
Ja – (he claps). Everyone there, jong, they will drop me somewhere:
‘Go home - you must go and get your pass. You must carry your pass’.
‘Ja dankie, dankie baas. Dankie my baas.’ Then I go back home, they
took me as far as Adderley Street. Then I come back home. I walk, and
then we just go ... (he plays a tune) right through. I don’t feel anything,
then I go all the way until I reach my home.
Then it went on, 1952-53-54... I recorded many cover versions, which
were hit numbers, then the talent scout said to me, ‘Can you record
this?’ with Mabel Mafuya, Dorothy Masuka, all of those. I recorded
that in penny-whistle.
Then 1956 I departed with Troubadour Records, only to join EMI. At
EMI we recorded a song like ... (he plays a tune)
That’s when we started now, then I enjoyed because I heard Bheki’s
penny-whistles, and we had a big bass, string bass, that there were
drums, that why I enjoyed it, 1956.
Then we recorded a song called ‘Tom Hark’, of which my brother
dreamed of it, he woke us up, the whole band we were sleeping one
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place. He said, ‘I dreamed a song. We must all play it so I mustn’t
forget it, before ghosts take it away’. and he start … (he plays the tune)
Then I back him up, then a little bit of solo… (he plays a tune)
The Swedish people and the British they loved the music. They bought
that number, it sold three million in three weeks, we are happy, we
are big, we are big at last! Here at home it sold I don’t know how many
million.
No royalties at that time, you make big hit, they sell millions, you
don’t get fuckall, they give you 5 pounds five shillings, that’s all.
But that money where did it go, the royalty, the royalty went to
Robert Bopape, because he credited himself ... as a composer.
Then 19...62, I ventured, I wanted greener pastures, I left the Black
Mambazo and went to Gallo, that was 1962.
Then came eh, some guys please where Mr Utar, not Utar, the QC
(Queen’s Council) the one who punished Mr Mandela, no not that one.
That was a Utar who owned a slagbaan, you know what that slagbaan,
abattoir, he was a rich man, he bought me lots of things, he wanted
me to come and arrange some music for his dramatic... so I travelled
around, I travelled to Spain, Israel, other places.
When I came back 1963, that’s when the name Big Voice Jack was born,
because of my big voice. Then I make several recordings, that’s when I
started earning a royalties.
1958 I wanted to play some blues as well, but my group couldn’t, it
was something strange, let me say foreign to them. That’s when
double penny-whistle was born. That was in ‘57, ‘58, ja, so I played I
played I played, then I made a Marabi, which was a big hit too. (he
plays a tune) That music is inside me, I was, the music was inside me.
I was that music.
That’s why when I played I could see myself inside this penny-whistle,
I saw myself as a penny-whistle, sometimes when people are looking
at me. I see myself as those people as if I am, they are, they are
watching me, but I was sort of part of those people. I was watching
the people. So notice I was imagining, but I could see myself inside
the penny-whistle was carrying me, like a person who’s in your womb,
the feeling was like that.
Even now it’s still the same.
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This film is part of the South African Arts Past and Present (SAAPP)
series of educational films produced by the Art and Ubuntu Trust and
funded by theNational Lotteries Commission.
Series Producer: Bridget Thompson
Series Director: Abducadir Ahmed Said
Co-directors: Abdulcadir Ahmed Said,
Bridget Thompson,
Dingan Thomas Kapa
Editor: Rignold Haywood
(See full credits on the web-page: www.artubuntu.org)
Presented as part of the ArtSAT Online Art Education Project which
was funded by the Department of Sport, Arts & Culture (DSAC) and
the National Arts Council (NAC) Presidential Stimulus Fund.

Be sure to view all the other films
in the SAAPP Series. Enjoy!
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